Hanzo Dynamic
Capture
The web archiving tool built to preserve
the most dynamic and interactive data
sources on the web today.

Embrace Innovative Interactive Websites and Demonstrate
Compliance To Regulators
Organizations must comply with increasingly complex regulations around the archiving and preservation of their digital marketing, social media, online content and communications. While historically
a PDF or screenshot was sufficient to meet regulatory expectations, the increasingly interactive,
personalized, and dynamic landscape of the modern web requires an archived version of those
communications and content in their native format, so the context and complete experience around
it is preserved.
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We Capture The Dynamic Web — In All Its Interactive
Glory — For You
Hanzo Dynamic Capture is a technology that can archive and preserve digital, social, and online
forms of content and communications in an interactive, native and tamper-proof manner that can
be easily searched and presented, while complying with industry-specific regulatory expectations.

Preserve Dynamic
Content Immutably
Preserve content in WARC file format consistent

with ISO 28500 on write once, read-many (WORM)
storage that can’t be changed. Each of the items
that make up the captured communications are

collected, hashed and time-stamped so you can
verify the integrity of copies of the original.

Search, Review, and Export
Archived Web Content
On-demand
Use the Hanzo viewer to review and playback

your archives in their native format. Users can

engage with the original, contextual experience
of your rich and dynamic website and social

media content as presented on the exact date
and time of capture.
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Human QA to ensure your captures never miss
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Secure data archiving with the peace of mind
access to users and teams as well as thirdarchives within your Hanzo environment.

About Hanzo
Hanzo brings context and a greater understanding of enterprise data to

corporate legal and compliance teams by providing in-house control over

dynamic and collaborative data sources. This control allows organizations to
reduce billions of dollars in risk, litigation, and compliance costs and elevate

their corporate legal and regulatory compliance responses. Hanzo’s software

empowers defensible preservation, targeted collection, and efficient review of
dynamic content from enterprise collaboration applications and complex

websites. Hanzo is SOC 2® Type 2 certified, demonstrating its commitment to

data security and serves large corporations worldwide.
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